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Fiber Threshold Macro

Run ImageJ and enter your name.1. 
Open or drag and drop a black-and-white picture into ImageJ.2. 
In the ‘Threshold’ window, confirm and set the bottom slider number to 255.3. 
Using the slider or arrows in the ‘Threshold’ window, set the top number so that the cell fibers, or
other signal of interest, is covered in red in your image.

4. 

Do not press apply! Once threshold is set, move on to the next step.5. 

Press the ‘tree branches’ button in the main ImageJ window.  The area covered in red will now be
measured by the program.

6. 

A copy of your analyzed picture is saved in a folder on the desktop called ‘ImageJ Pictures\your
name’. Additionally, the results for this picture’s analysis are printed in a table in a separate window
called ‘Results’.

7. 

Continue as above with your next image. When you are done, you can save or copy your results
table and see how the analysis turned out.

8. 

Cell and Area Measure Macro

Run ImageJ and enter your name.1. 
Open or drag and drop a picture into ImageJ. It can be color or black-and-white.2. 
Trace around a cell or area of interest. Your selection will appear as a yellow outline.3. 

Press the ‘green circle’ button in the main ImageJ window.  The area you traced will now be
measured by the program.

4. 

A copy of your analyzed picture is saved in a folder on the desktop called ‘ImageJ Pictures\your
name’. Additionally, the results for this picture’s analysis are printed in a table in a separate window
called ‘Results’.

5. 

Continue as above with your next image. When you are done, you can save or copy your results
table and see how the analysis turned out.

6. 
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